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内 容 摘 要 
Abstract 
 
In the year of 2002, it is a new brightness that the Net Error and Omissions 
transferred from the long-lasting debit balance to credit balance, which is different from 
other countries, fixed the eye of the world, and brought the newly international 
judgment on Chinese economy. The Research on the Net Error and Omission is 
becoming more and more intense. The Net Error and Omissions item of the BOP 
(balance of payments) is initially set as a balancing item in the BOP table in the light of 
statistics, which is supposed to be random. But the staggered characteristic of the Net 
Error and Omissions in some major countries especially in China included the 
dimension change and direction conversion in the past years, which might be resulted 
from some systematical factors, and showed properly economical signification. It also 
opened out the instable factors in the BOP structure from the other point. The 
economical signification has already overtopped the purely statistical signification and 
attracted the eyesight of the world. 
    The text is aimed the situation mentioned upwards; based on the characteristics of 
the Net Error and Omissions in China; combined the traditional theory and 
demonstration; and do research on the relationship between the Net Error and 
Omissions and the BOP stable structure: 1、Whether the Net Error and Omissions 
reflects the instability in BOP or the hidden trouble in the economy; 2、How the Net 
Error and Omissions should be in the BOP stable structure and how the 
two-account(current account and capital & financial account) restricts the Net Error and 
Omissions. The research is to track the Net Error and Omissions then judge the stability 
of the BOP structure. At the end of the text, some countermeasures on the Net Error and 
Omissions are provided especially the market-oriented measure to settle the problems 
and realize the BOP stable structure. 
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，即 1993 年出版的《国际收支手册》（第 5版），




2 全球统一的国际收支制度是国际货币基金组织成立后着手建立的。国际货币基金组织于 1948 年首次颁布
了《国际收支手册》第 1 版，以后又先后于 1950 年、1961 年、1977 年和 1993 年修改了手册，不断地补充
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